A NOTE ON CONTRACTIVE MAPPINGS
E. RAKOTCH1

A well-known theorem of Banach [l] states: if A is a mapping of
a complete metric space X into itself, and there exists a number
0<a<l
such that for every two points x, y EX

(I)

p(Ax, Ay) g ap(x, y),

then there exists a unique fixed point of A, i.e. a point x such that
A -Ar
\> ^—
-v*
AX
*V.

The problem of defining a family of functions F= {a(x, y)} satisfying 0^a(x, y)<l, sup a(x, y) = 1 and such that Banach's theorem
holds when the constant a is replaced with any a(x, y)EF, was suggested to the author by Professor H. Hanani, and two theorems to
that effect are proved in the present paper. In the first, additional
conditions requiring compactness
of the mapping are imposed; the
second holds for any complete metric space, irrespective of the compactness of the mapping.
Definition
1. A mapping A of a metric space X into itself is said
to be contractive if for every two distinct points x, y EX

p(Ax, Ay) < p(x, y).
A contractive mapping is clearly continuous, and if such a mapping
has a fixed point, then this fixed point is obviously unique.
Definition
2. Denote by Pi the family of functions a(x, y) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) a(x, y) =a(p(x,

y)), i.e., a is dependent

on the distance

between

(3) a(p) is a monotonically
decreasing function of p.
To prove the first theorem, use is made of the following

theorem

x and y only.
(2) O^a(p) <1 for every p>0.

of Edelstein [2 ] :
Theorem (M. Edelstein).
Let X be a metric space and A a contractive mapping of X into itself such that there exists a point xEX
whose sequence of iterates {^4"x} contains a convergent subsequence
{Anix} ; then ^lim,-..,»

Theorem

AnixEX

is a unique fixed point.

1. If A is a contractive mapping of a metric space X into
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itself, and there exist a subset MEX

(1)

[June

and a point x0EM

p(x, Xo) — p(Ax, Axo) è 2p(x0, ^4x0)

such that

for every x E X\M

and A maps M into a compact subset of X, then there exists a unique fixed
point.

Proof.

Suppose Axo^xo and let
xn = Anxo,

n = 1,2,

■• • ,

i.e.,

(2)

x„+i = Ax„,

n = 0, 1, • • • .

A maps M into a compact set by assumption; thus, to obtain the
theorem as a direct consequence of Edelstein 's theorem, it is sufficient
to show that x„EM for every n.
Since A is a contractive
mapping, the sequence p(x„, x„+i) is, by
(2), nonincreasing,
and by Axo^Xo it follows that
(3)

p(xn, xn+i) < p(xo, xi),

n = 1, 2, • • • .

By the triangle inequality
p(xo, xn) = p(x0, Xi) + p(xi,

x„+i) + p(x,„ X„+l).

Thus by (2) and (3)
p(xo, xn) — p(Axo,

and by (1) it follows that x„EM

Axn) < 2p(xo, Axo),

for every n; hence the theorem

fol-

lows.
Corollary.

If A is a contractive mapping

such that there exists a

point XoEX satisfying
(II)

p(^4x, Axo) ^ a(x, x0)p(x, xo)

for every xEX,

where a(x, y)=a(p(x,

y))EFi,

and A maps2 5(x0, r)

with
2p(x0, Axo)
r =-■
1 — a(2p(x0, Axo))
into a compact subset of X, then there exists a unique fixed point of A.

Indeed, take in Theorem 1, M = S(x0,r); then by (II), the monotonicity

of a(p) and r ^2p(x0, ^4x0), it follows that if p(x, x0) ^r, then

2 S(xo, r)=

{»|p(3c, x0)<r}.
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p(x, Xo) — p(^4x, Axo) ^ p(x, xo) — a(p(x, x0))p(x, x0)
= [1 - a(p(x, x0))]p(x, Xo) è [1 - a(r)]r
==?[l — a(2p(x0, Ax0))]r = 2p(x0, Ax0),

i.e., (1) holds.
Remark 1. If A is a completely continuous (not necessarily contractive) mapping, X is a Banach space and M EX is a bounded
subset, then the existence of a fixed point follows from (1) by Schauder's fixed-point theorem [4], which states that every continuous
mapping of a closed convex subset of a Banach space into a compact
subset of itself has a fixed point.
Proof. A being completely continuous, it is sufficient to show that
A maps some closed sphere into itself.

Denote
||4x0

— Xo|| = a;

by the triangle inequality
||^4x — Xo|| á ||^4x — ^4xo|| + ||ylxo — Xo||
= ||x — xo|| — (||x — x0|| — \\Ax — Axo\\) + a.

By (1) there exists a number r0 such that S(x0, r0)DM and ||x —x0||
>ro implies ||x —x0|| —||^4x —^4x0|| ^a; hence for every x such that
||x —Xo|| >r0 we have
\\Ax — x0|| ^ ||x — Xo||.

A being compact, there exists R such that from ||x —Xo|| ^ro it
follows | Ax —x0|| ^R. Consequently
A maps the closed sphere
S(xo, r): |x—Xo||^r,
where r = max(ro,
our proposition.
Remark 2. The assumption

R), into itself,

which

proves

p(Ax, Ay) < p(x, y)
and compactness
of A are not sufficient for the existence of a fixed
point, as it can be seen from the following example:
Let X be the space of all real numbers, and define the function

f(x) = ln(l + ex).
Differentiating

we obtain

/'(*) = ~T~

1 + e*

i.e., fis a contractive

mapping,

< l>

and it is easy to see that/
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point although

it is a compact

mapping

[June

(even completely

continuous).

Theorem
2. Let A be a contractive mapping of a complete metric
space X into itself such that there exists a subset M EX and a point

XoEM satisfying the following:
(4)

p(x, xo) — p(Ax, Axo) â 2p(x0, ^4xo)

for every x G X\M,

(5)

p(Ax, Ay) ^ a(x, y)p(x, y)

for every x, y E M,

where
a(x, y) = a(P(x, y)) E Pi.
Then there exists a unique fixed point.
Proof.

Assume

that Axo^Xo and define as before the sequence
xn = AnXo,

By the same method
(6)

as in Theorem

n = 1, 2, • • • .

1 we obtain,

using (4), that

p(x„, xn+1) < p(xo, xi),

and xnEM for every n.
Now we prove that the sequence

n = 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,

{x„} is bounded.

By (5) and the definition of {xn},
(7)

p(xi, x„+i) = p(Axo, Axn) g a(p(xo, xn))p(xo, x„)

and by the triangle
p(Xo, X,)

inequality,
^

p (Xo, Xi) +

p(xi,

Xn+l) +

p(x„,

Xn+l).

Hence by (6) and (7)
[l — a(p(xo,

xn))]p(x0,

xn) < 2p(x0, Xi).

Now if p(xo, x„) ^po for a given p0>0, then by the monotonicity
a(p) it follows that a(p(x0, xn)) =Sa(po) and therefore
2p(.Vo,xi)

p(*o, *») <-—--

1 — a(p(x0, xn))

of

2p(x0, xi)

^-—

1 — a(po)

= C.

Hence
(8)

p(x0, xn) g R,

where i? = max(p0, C), i.e., the sequence
Now let p>0 be an arbitrary integer;

n = 1, 2, • • ■,
{xn} is bounded.
then by (5)

p(x*+i, xk+p+i) g ctixk, xk+p)pixk, xk+p).

Hence, taking the product from k —0 to k = n — i and dividing
sides by the same terms, we obtain
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n-1

p(Xn, Xn+p) Ú p(X0,Xp) IJ a(Xk, Xk+p)
k-0

(the division by the same terms is correct, since, as is easily seen, the
inequality
holds also in the case where p(xk+i, xk+p+i) = 0 for some

k<n-l)

and by (8) it follows that
n-l

(9)

p(x„, xn+p) g R YL oc(xk,xk+p).
i—0

To prove that {x„| is a Cauchy sequence, it is sufficient to show
that for every €>0 there exists a number N, dependent on e only (not
on p) such that for every p>0 there is p(xn, xn+p) <e (since the sequence p(x„, xn+P) is nonincreasing).
If p(xk, Xk+P)^e for k = 0,1, ■ ■ ■ , n— 1, then by (5) (the monotonicity of a(p)) we have a(xk, xk+p) =a(p(xk, xk+P))<a(e),
and by (9) it

follows that
p(xn,

xn+p)

g

R[a(e)]n.

But a(e) <1 and [«(e) ]"—>0as n—->«>,so there exists an integer N,
independent
of p, such that p(xat, xn+p) <e for every p>0, which
proves that {x„} is a Cauchy sequence.
By the completeness of X it follows that there exists x = lim„.»„ x„
and by the continuity of A, x is a fixed point.

Putting M=X,

we obtain the

Corollary.
If p(Ax, Ay) ^a(x, y)p(x, y) for every x, yEX (X complete), where a(x, y)EFi, then there exists a unique fixed point.
Remark
3. If in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 xoEM,
existence of a fixed point follows at once by substituting

then the
x=-x0 in

(1) and (4).
Remark 4. The above corollary and Theorem 2 are generalizations
of Banach's fixed-point theorem.
We now introduce the following definitions:
Definition
3. An operator T defined on a domain D of a normed
space X is said to satisfy Lipschitz conditions on this domain if there

exists a constant

(10)

C such that

||r*i-r*,||

sc||*i-*,||

for all xi, XiED.
The infimum of all the constants

C satisfying

\\Txi-Tx2\\

sup "li-ÍT'

z^eD

IIXi — X2\\
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[June

is called the Lipschitz norm of T on D and denoted
Definition
4. An operator T is said to be strictly

by |||P|||.
contractive

on a

domain D if |||P|||<1.
With these definitions, E. H. Zarantonello
lemma in a Hubert space:

[5] proved the following

Lemma l3 (contraction
principle).
If T is strictly contractive on
a sphere 5tt(y) : ||x— y|| ^a about the point y, and if

(ID

IN|áa(l-|l|z1||),

then the equation

(12)

x = y + Tx

has a unique solution in Saiy) and

(13)

* - y\\ ^

INI
,M" m •

i - infill

This lemma is essentially a localization of Banach's fixed-point
theorem.
By methods similar to those of Zarantonello the following theorems
are arrived at:

Theorem

3 (localization

of Theorem

1). Let T be contractive

on a sphere 5(x0, r) : p(x, x0) úr in a linear metric space X so that for
every xG-S^Xo, r) there is

(14)

p(7x,

Txo) :£ a(x, x0)p(x, x0),

where a(x, y)EFi.

U
(15)

p(Pxo, 0) ^ r sup paip),
P%r

and T maps 5(x0, r) into a compact subset of X, then the equation

(16)

x = xo + Tx

has exactly one solution in 5(x0, r).

Theorem 4 (localization
of Theorem 2). Let T be contractive
on a sphere 5(x0, r):p(x, xo)ár in a complete metric linear space so
that for every x, yESixo, r) there is

(17)_

PÍTx, Ty) g aix, y)P(x, y),

* A weaker formulation of this lemma, obtained by replacing
by <, is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 of [3].
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where a(x, y)EFi.

If
(18)

p(Pxo, 6) úr

— sup paip),
Oár

then the equation

(19)

x = xo + Tx

has exactly one solution in 5(x0, r).
The author wishes to thank Professor H. Hanani and
Reichbach for guidance and help in preparing this paper.
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